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1Cooperative AUV Navigation using a Single
Maneuvering Surface Craft
Maurice F. Fallon, Georgios Papadopoulos, John J. Leonard and Nicholas M.
Patrikalakis
Abstract
This paper describes the experimental implementation of an online algorithm for cooperative lo-
calization of submerged autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) supported by an autonomous surface
craft. Maintaining accurate localization of an AUV is difficult because electronic signals, such as GPS,
are highly attenuated by water. The usual solution to the problem is to utilize expensive navigation
sensors to slow the rate of dead-reckoning divergence. We investigate an alternative approach that utilizes
the position information of a surface vehicle to bound the error and uncertainty of the on-board position
estimates of a low-cost AUV. This approach uses the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI)
acoustic modem to exchange vehicle location estimates while simultaneously estimating inter-vehicle
range. A study of the system observability is presented so as to motivate both the choice of filtering
approach and surface vehicle path planning. The first contribution of this paper is the presentation of an
experiment in which an extended Kalman filter (EKF) implementation of the concept ran online on-board
an OceanServer Iver2 AUV while supported by an autonomous surface vehicle moving adaptively. The
second contribution of this paper is provide a quantitative performance comparison of three estimators:
particle filtering (PF), Nonlinear Least Squares optimization (NLS), and the EKF for a mission using
three autonomous surface craft (two operating in the AUV role). Our results indicate that the PF and
NLS estimators outperform the EKF, with NLS providing the best performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Improved navigation of multiple vehicles is essential to improve the accuracy and efficiency
of many AUV missions, such as mine-hunting, disaster response, and oceanographic surveys.
The Authors are with the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA. Email: mfallon,gpapado,jleonard,nmp@mit.edu
Tracking examples can be viewed at http://people.csail.mit.edu/mfallon
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2This paper provides an experimental investigation of techniques for cooperative localization of
multiple AUVs, using a single surface vehicle to aid the navigation of submerged vehicles. This
work generalizes the moving long baseline (MLBL) navigation approach originally proposed by
Vaganay et al.[36] and Bahr and Leonard [4], relaxing the requirement to have two vehicles
serving as communication navigation aids (CNAs). The vehicles used in our experiments are
shown in Figure 1.
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. The vehicles used in our experiments: (a) the OceanServer Iver2 AUV; (b) the MIT Scout kayak which functioned as
the CNA.
AUV navigation is a difficult problem that has been the subject of a large amount of research in
the past several decades [39]. The technologies available for providing localization information
to an AUV include: (1) dead reckoning using proprioceptive sensing, (2) surfacing for GPS
fixes, and (3) acoustic beacon systems. Proprioceptive navigation refers to using measurements
of the vehicle’s self-motion to deduce the vehicle’s position. There are two major categories,
based on price: (a) inertial navigation systems (INS) combined with Doppler velocity log (DVL)
sonars and (b) magnetic compass/attitude heading reference systems. Regardless of sensor cost
and quality, the problem with exclusive reliance on proprioceptive sensing is that position error
increases without bound as the distance traveled by the vehicle increases. The rate of increase
will be a function of ocean currents, the vehicle speed, and the quality of dead reckoning
sensors. If a vehicle can surface, then GPS can be used for a position fix. Indeed, many AUVs
have demonstrated this capability [30], [23], [1]. However, frequent surfacing is impractical for
deep-water missions and is undesirable for many other AUV missions of interest.
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3In acoustic navigation, transponders serve as beacons to constrain INS/DR error growth without
the need for resurfacing. Two types of systems have been primarily employed [15], [17], [25]:
long baseline (LBL) and ultra-short baseline (USBL). Both systems employ external transducers
or transducer arrays as aids to navigation. Acoustic navigation of AUVs is a well-established
technique that has been widely used on many different types of AUVs [35], [39], [33], [40].
The use of static beacons restricts the area of operations to a few km2, making some missions
of interest impractical with this approach.
The desire to extend acoustic navigation to a wider area of operation motivates a system
in which multiple vehicles can use one another as “mobile beacons”. The majority of modern
AUVs already have an acoustic modem for command and control; using ranges derived from it
we aim to achieve geo-referenced navigation without adding additional sensors to the vehicles.
Acoustic modems are available from a few thousand dollars and are orders of magnitude cheaper
than low-end DVL or INS units. Our approach instead utilizes a dedicated surface vehicle (with
access to GPS) communicating with a fleet of AUVs so as to improve the positioning of the
latter. The main contribution presented in this paper is to use only a single CNA vehicle, instead
of two as in previous work [36], [4]. Our results include the first (to our knowledge) online
navigation of a submerged AUV using acoustic range measurements transmitted from a single
autonomous surface vehicle. Using only a single surface vehicle has a significant effect on both
the filtering approach used by the AUV and the required mobility of the surface vehicle. We
also present a detailed comparison between the EKF, particle filter, and nonlinear least squares
estimators, which illustrates that the latter gives superior performance and should be used going
forward for this application.
A number of previous researchers have performed experiments involving an AUV obtaining
range measurements to a single transponder. Larsen developed an approach termed Synthetic
LBL [22], which used measurements from a single acoustic transponder at an unknown location
to constrain the error growth of a high performance INS system [21]. LaPointe developed
techniques for using range measurements from a single transponder for deep sea positioning,
extending the operating area beyond that of a typical LBL transponder network [20]. Vaganay et
al. investigated techniques for homing to an acoustic beacon using only range measurements [34].
Stilwell and colleagues [24], [14], [13] have implemented a system in which an AUV can localize
itself by using a single ranging beacon at known position while also measuring the water current.
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4Webster, Eustice and colleagues [10], [37], [38] have utilized a single research ship to support
an underwater vehicle navigating using the WHOI acoustic modem; their approach is closely
related to the approach presented in this paper. Rigby et al. [31] studied the fusion of USBL
and DVL sensors to form a more accurate geo-referenced navigation system with bounded error
underwater which could be mobile beyond a fixed location. In both the Webster et al. and Rigby et
al. research, the AUV’s proprioceptive sensors were significantly more precise than the vehicles
used for our experiments; in addition, the surface vehicle did not maneuver autonomously and
only one AUV was considered.
Multiple AUV navigation falls within the broader problem of multi-robot cooperative local-
ization which has been studied in great depth by Roumeliotis and colleagues. Mourikis et al.[26]
provides a performance analysis of the cooperative localization problem. More recently, Nerurkar
et al. [27] proposed a Distributed Conjugate Gradient (DCG) maximum a posteriori algorithm
for distributed localization of a group of vehicles, developing efficient methods to limit the
communication cost and computational complexity for large multi-robot teams (with simulation
results presented for a team of 18 robots). Our work targets the underwater environment, where
severe communications constraints would make such an approach difficult to implement.
Meanwhile Djugash et al. [6], [8], [7] have studied localization with range-only measurements
from stationary radio beacons. Their work has considered issues such as localization of a moving
indoor robot given poor dead-reckoning or measurement dropouts, as well as simultaneous
estimation of the beacon location — a variant of SLAM. Their work has also used a polar
coordinate system, rather than Cartesian, so as to more accurately represent the vehicle probability
distributions.
In this paper, we outline the extension of the MLBL concept to using only one surface
vehicle aiding the navigation of one or more AUVs by providing georeferenced range mea-
surements. Utilizing a single surface vehicle requires concurrent operation of surface vehicle
motion planning and filtering algorithms which requires consideration of system observability
so as to maintain stable and scalable performance. Each of these issues are discussed in this
paper. The first experimental contribution of this paper is the presentation of an experiment
in which an EKF-based implementation of the approach ran online on-board an OceanServer
Iver2 AUV while supported by an autonomous surface vehicle moving adaptively. The second
experimental contribution of this paper is to provide a quantitative performance comparison of
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5three estimators: particle filtering (PF), Nonlinear Least Squares optimization (NLS), and the
EKF for a mission using three autonomous surface craft (two operating in the AUV role).
In Section II the limitations and assumptions of this basic approach are discussed. Our
algorithm is outlined in Section III as well as some analysis which illustrates the importance of
surface vehicle motion planning. Suitable motion planning behaviors are also discussed. Section
IV introduces three online filtering and smoothing algorithms which have been considered for
this application - the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), the Particle Filter and Nonlinear Least
Squares (NLS) and discusses the merits of each.
Section V presents the results of several experiments which illustrate our proposed concept
including an online EKF-based experiment with an OceanServer Iver2 AUV. A detailed compar-
ison between the three filtering and smoothing algorithms is then presented. Finally, conclusions
drawn from these experiments and directions of future work are discussed in Section VI.
II. UNDERWATER COOPERATIVE LOCALIZATION
While maintaining the core concept introduced in [4], we will instead assume there to be
only one surface vehicle providing the submerged fleet of AUVs with its GPS-derived position
information. This vehicle may also be operating as a communications moderator — in the dual
role of a Communications and Navigation Aid (CNA, see Figure 1). Meanwhile each autonomous
underwater vehicle will maintain a dead reckoning filter, drawing upon measurements of velocity,
heading and depth.
Communication between the vehicles is possible using the WHOI acoustic modem [12]. In our
experiments, this system provides transmission rates of the order of 32 bytes per 10 seconds.
Transmission of a packet consists of two stages: first a mini packet is transmitted to initiate
the communication sequence. The time-of-flight, tk, and hence the inter-vehicle range can be
estimated using this mini packet using the speed of sound in water, z3D,k = c× tk. Following
this, the information packet is transmitted in a process which lasts approximately 5-6 seconds.
In all, it is prudent to reserve 10 seconds per transmission.
Time-of-flight is calculated using a precisely synchronized on-board pulse-per-second (PPS)
timing board, as detailed in [10]. The PPS is maintained using a COTS low-power temperature
compensated crystal oscillator combined with a micro-controller PCB (for higher-level function-
ality). Experiments by the authors suggested a maximum drift-induced range bias of 0.45m over
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As the depth of the AUV can be easily and precisely instrumented, the 3D range estimate will
be transformed into a 2D planar range at the outset and all references to range in what follows
will concern this 2D planar range,
zk =
√
z23D,k− (dC−dA)2 (1)
where the depth of the CNA and AUV are given by dC and dA respectively.
The packet transmitted from the CNA shall contain its position (XC,k), depth and heading as
well as a UNIX time-stamp. The uncertainty of the CNA’s position estimate is not included in
the packet because when operating in the open ocean this value will be static and known to
the AUV in advance. Similarly the AUV will transmit a message containing its own position
estimate and associated covariance which can be used to help the CNA plan its own supporting
motion — also requiring 10 seconds per transmission. See Section III-B for more discussion
regarding motion planning.
Round Trip Ranging: In terms of scalability, one-way-ranging allows any number of AUVs
within the broadcast range of the CNA to estimate range and to receive the CNA tranmissions.
However an alternative feature of the WHOI modem is round-trip ranging for use with modems
without access to accurate time synchronization. One vehicle’s modem (in our setup the CNA)
transmits a mini-packet (or ping) to a specific modem id. The receiving vehicle receives it and
replies after a small, known time. The CNA then receives the reply and measures the elapsed
time and calculates the range using the speed of sound in water. While the elapsed time can be
accurately measured; the range estimate will be less accurate than the one way range estimates
due to the relative movement of the vehicles during transmission. Having measured the round-
trip range, the value will be transmitted back to the AUV with the corresponding CNA position
in a regular 32 byte pack.
Unlike with the one way range system, this position will be at least 10 seconds old (the full
packet transmission time) when received by the AUV. For this reason it is necessary to buffer
the AUV inertial measurements for this period and to correct the AUV’s corresponding historical
position estimate before integrating the buffer of AUV inertial measurements up to the current
time (see Figure 2).
While this approach does not require a precisely synchronized clock, it does require ranging
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7(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. Using the Round Trip Ranging mode the filter operates out of sequence. (a) First a round trip range measurement
is received from the CNA (as illustrated in red) which corresponds to a previous AUV position (the blue dot) rather than the
current position. (b) Using a buffer of dead-reckoning measurements the filter position and covariance matrix are reset to the
corresponding values and the usual position optimization is carried out. (c) Finally the buffered dead-reckoning is reapplied,
giving the AUV a better estimate of its position.
of each vehicle individually which is not a satisfactory scaling (for the same reasons as the
USBL approach in [31]). Nonetheless, the feature has been implemented as part of our software
implementation as a fallback solution. Experiment 1B in Section V illustrates that performance
is not significantly worse than one way ranging.
III. SINGLE SURFACE CRAFT COOPERATIVE NAVIGATION
Consider a single CNA supporting N underwater vehicles. Each AUV will maintain an estimate
of its own position, XA,k = [xA,k,yA,k,θA,k], and an associated covariance matrix. This estimate
will be regularly propagated (typically at 10Hz) so as to integrate heading ( ˆθk), forward (vˆk)
and starboard velocity (wˆk) measurements. Neglecting the vehicle id for now; at time k the
propagation equations will be
xk = xk−1 +△k(vˆk cos ˆθk + wˆk sin ˆθk)
yk = yk−1 +△k(vˆk sin ˆθk− wˆk cos ˆθk)
θk = ˆθk (2)
This dead-reckoning estimate will be combined with the CNA range and position information
using a filtering or smoothing algorithm to produce a corrected position estimate with reduced
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8and eventually bounded uncertainty. Three such algorithms will be discussed in Section IV.
Before discussing the algorithms specifically, it is necessary to consider how measurement
observability effects AUV estimation.
A. Observability Analysis
It is envisaged that MLBL will be integrated within a multi-AUV setup in which use of the
communication channel will be shared. As a result the transmission rate of a position/range pair
is likely to be substantially below one measurement per 10 seconds. Furthermore only a portion
of transmitted messages will actually be received. For these reasons it is prudent to maximize the
benefit achieved from integrating CNA range measurements by planning CNA motion trajectories
which best contribute to AUV localization. This requires examination of the observability of the
AUV given the CNA measurements and the relative positions of the two vehicles.
We will first determine the conditions by which the proposed linearized system and the actual
non-linear system are observable. Linearizing the actual non-linear system, Gadre et al. [13],
[14] have proven that a vehicle which consistently observes its range to a beacon located at the
same relative direction is locally unobservable (although presented in the less general case of a
stationary range beacon). A path of this type of motion is illustrated in Figure 3(a). Alternatively,
if the relative positions of the vehicles is varied, as shown in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c), system
observability can be obtained when using a linearized filter, such as an EKF. Since the AUV
mission is usually predetermined, its falls on the CNA to plan an intelligent path to achieve this.
Secondly, for a nonlinear estimator, such as a particle filter or nonlinear least square optimiza-
tion (NLS), of a non-linear measurement function, h, can observe the system if the gradient of
the Lie derivative matrix, G, is a full rank matrix, according to the weak observability theorem
[32], [16]. The observability matrix is given by
Obs = d(G) =


dL0f (h1) . . . dL0f (hm)
dL1f (h1) . . . dL1f (hm)
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
dLn−1f (h1) . . . dL
n−1
f (hm)

 (3)
where Ln−1f (hm) is the Lie derivative of the measurement m in dimension n.
While our dynamical system, Equation 2, is a third order system, we have access to a direct
estimate of the heading. For this reason we can simplify the observability analysis to a second
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9order system in x and y, thus n = 2. The continuous system equivalent is given by
˙XA = f (XA,u) (4)
where
f =

 f1
f2

=

 vˆcos ˆθ + wˆsin ˆθ
vˆ sin ˆθ − wˆcos ˆθ

 (5)
For the range-only measurements, with m = 1, the non-linear measurement function is given by
h = h1 =
√
(XA−XC)T (XA−XC) =
√
(xA− xC)2 +(yA− yC)2 (6)
the Lie derivatives are as follows
L0f (h) = h (7)
L1f (h) =
(
xA−yC
h
yA−yC
h
) f1
f2

 (8)
which gives
G =

 h
(xA−xC) f1+(yA−yC) f2
h

 (9)
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3. Observability: Should the AUV (red line) receive range measurements from the CNA (black dashed line) from the same
relative direction, φ , then the linearized system will be unobservable, but the actual non-linear system will be observable (a).
Should the CNA maneuver to achieve radial coverage by zig-zagging (b) or encircling the AUV (c), then the CNA path can be
fully observed. These two motion plans are demonstrated experimentally in Section V. Each marker represents the respective
vehicle locations during a measurement/transmission.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. Despite moving directly away from a stationary CNA, an AUV can remain observable using a non-linear estimator.
(a) Having received a range measurement from a static CNA (positioned at the red star), the AUV (at an unknown position)
moves relatively as indicated by the black arrow and translated range circle. (b) If another range measurement is received from
the CNA, a (non-linear) particle filter could estimate the position of the AUV (as indicated by the non-parametric distribution
in red). (c) Meanwhile an EKF would badly represent the received information and would typically diverge.
Our specific observability matrix is formed from the gradient of G with respect to the AUV state
vector XA
Obs = d(G) = d

 L0f (h)
L1f (h)

 (10)
=

 (xA−xC)h (yA−yC)h
(yA−yC)2 f1−(xA−xC)(yA−yC) f2
h3
−(xA−xC)(yA−yC) f1+(xA−xC)2 f2
h3

 (11)
This system is observable if the observability matrix is full rank. Thus, if
det(Obs) = − f1(yA− yC)+ f2(xA− yC)h2 6= 0 (12)
Except for some trivial special cases, the system identified as being unobservable for linearized
systems, [13], is now observable for nonlinear systems, as long as the CNA-AUV range changes.
This is illustrated graphically in Figure 4. Nonetheless, if the relative positions of the vehicles are
not varied, the uncertainty in the axis perpendicular to the CNA-AUV axis will remain large —
even with successive ranging steps — which again motivates intelligent CNA motion planning.
In summary, the observability of the linearized system is provided by the relative motion
between the vehicles, but can be improved upon by the using the actual nonlinear system as
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well as CNA motion planning.
B. Surface Craft Path Planning
Within the constraints of its command and control functions, the CNA will plan a path so as
to transmit from the locations which best allow the AUVs to reduce their uncertainties. How
this path should be planned depends upon how dedicated the communication system is to the
task of cooperative localization as well as the mobility of the CNA when compared to the AUV
fleet. Consider three scenarios:
• Transmission only when a sufficient uncertainty reduction can be accrued.
• Maintenance of a certain upper bound on the vehicle uncertainty.
• Complete or significant usage of the communication channel.
The first scenario considers the role of MLBL as part of a wider experimental system and would
require a mission dependent solution. See [2] for a more complete discussion of this scenario.
The second scenario is more general, and in this case the relative velocities of the vehicles would
be a important limiting factor.
The final scenario is the most basic operational scenario and has been explored in the exper-
iments in Section V for the two different motion behaviors illustrated in Figure 3(b) and (c). It
should be noted that uncertain path planning is part of a more general field of research and is not
fully examined in this publication. In related work on this topic in the context of MLBL, Bahr
and Leonard [3] investigated motion strategies for the CNA to minimize trilateration errors.
We have implemented two conservative greedy algorithms in Section V which illustrate the
concept. One maintains a 45 degree zig-zagging pattern behind the AUV while the other encircles
the AUV continuously. Both keep a significant standoff distance — calculated using the AUV
position estimate and uncertainty — so as to avoid baseline ambiguity. In each case the CNA
chooses a new wavpoint based on the AUV’s current position estimate and uncertainty. During
transit it will communicate with the AUV several times, updating its knowledge of the AUV’s
status. Upon reaching the waypoint, a new waypoint will again be determined using the AUV
position estimate.
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IV. MEASUREMENT FILTERING AND OPTIMIZATION
Thus far we have not specifically discussed the fusion of the proprioceptive and exteroceptive
measurements. Our earlier work, [4], proposed an algorithm which utilized the on-board dead
reckoning estimate of the AUV and a pair of CNA range estimates to produce a complete estimate
of the AUV state vector as well as a measure of confidence. Having collated these measures
for all such pairs of estimates, a best estimate of the position was proposed. This approach was
predicated upon an assumption that the range measurement distribution was multi-modal.
The seabed, the water surface and deep sea thermoclines within the water body have the
ability to cause significant multi-path signal interference and the receipt of a substantial amount
of infeasible outlier measurements. A typical Long Baseline ranging data set is illustrated in
Olson et al. [29], illustrating the potential difficulty in processing LBL data. However the
advanced processing within the WHOI modem decoder has the ability to suppress the bulk
of these effects, such that the received range measurements decoded by the modem contain only
a moderate amount of noise, as shown in Figure 5. The distribution is experimentally studied in
Section V-A.
Instead we will consider three filtering and smoothing techniques in this paper:
• Extended Kalman Filter
• Particle Filter
• Nonlinear Least Squares Optimization.
Initially an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) was implemented on-board our vehicle fleet. Both
imprecise CNA GPS position estimates and biased or nonlinear AUV actuation measurements
have been observed to lead to unpredictable corrections to the EKF position estimate. These
erroneous corrections require a significant period of time before re-convergence to the true
estimate. Nonetheless, this approach have been tested online due to its simplicity and is presented
in Section V-B.
Its prediction step is as in Equation 2 while the measurement residual equation is as follows
yk = zk−Hk‖ ˆXA,k− ˆXC,k‖ (13)
where zk is the range measurement and Hk the Jacobian measurement matrix.
Particle Filtering is an alternative recursive state estimator which uses a sample-based ap-
proach to represent a probability distribution. It has the ability to capture both nonlinearity in
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the motion model and non-Gaussianity in the measurement function [9]. In particular we are
interested in its ability to properly represent the ambiguity during baseline crossings and to
facilitate uncertain vehicle initializations (Section V-D). Particle filters also have the ability to
function successfully when sensors measurements are biased or known to be poorly calibrated,
as recognized by [31].
In Section V-C, we have implemented a basic bootstrap filter with 1500 particles, which was
sufficient for stable performance. Resampling occurs for a effective sample size below 0.5. More
advanced sample strategies could have been considered which would have lead to more stable
and accurate filtering, in particular reinitialization [18] would aid our problem. However for the
purpose of this qualitative comparison we consider this basic particle filter sufficient.
Because of the significant time-step (multiples of 10 seconds), the computational draw of these
algorithms is not considered an important factor as long as the algorithm scales linearly with
time. In terms of computation the EKF implementation is, of course, insignificant. A particle
filter’s computation is linear and is typically a function of the number of particles, in our case
off-line testing with 1500 particles was orders of magnitude faster than real-time on a 2.2GHz
Core-Duo with 2GB of RAM.
Thirdly, a nonlinear optimization of the entire vehicle trajectory could be carried out. As an
example we have implemented a Nonlinear Least Squares (NLS) optimizer which iteratively re-
optimizes the full path of the AUV when each new measurement is received, using the previous
NLS estimate up to that point as the initial condition. Inevitably, the computation required for
each successive optimization increases as the number of variables to be optimized grows. To
avoid this, one could implement either a windowed estimator (for forgetting factor) using only
the most recent portion of the data [10]. Alternatively one could carry our efficient matrix
factorization so as to allow optimization of the full path with near-constant computation cost,
for example using iSAM [19].
A real-time implementation of the latter has recently been completed and experimental testing
is in progress; initial results calculated in post-processing are presented in Section V-C. Given
our measurement frequency (less that 1 per 10 seconds), this time constant has been observed
to have negligible effect in our proposed application domain.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
A series of experiments were carried out in the Charles River, adjacent to MIT, to demonstrate
the concept of Moving Long Baseline using the Surface Crafts for Oceanographic and Undersea
Testing (SCOUT) kayaks designed in MIT and the low-cost Iver2 from OceanServer (see Figure
1). Each of the kayaks was equipped with a WHOI modem, a compass and a GPS sensor while
the Iver’s basic sensor suite consisted of only a compass and a WHOI modem. The Iver2’s only
velocity estimate was a constant value of 1.028 m/s (2 knots) specified by the mission plan.
This value was determined by the manufacturer in advance by calibrating the prop input current
to output velocities curve. No feedback was used in executing this velocity.
Each vehicle’s on-board computer ran an implementation of the MOOS software platform [28].
Maintaining an accurately synchronized clock is essential for the estimation of inter vehicle
ranges; to do so the Iver2 utilized a precisely synchronized timing board developed by Eustice
et al. [10] while the SCOUT kayaks used the Pulse-Per-Second (PPS) contained within its
received GPS data messages.
A. Distribution of Range Measurements
Previous proof-of-concept experiments illustrated that the measured range variance is broadly
independent of range itself, however detailed examination of this was not carried out [5]. In this
previous work, the modem transducer was directly clamped to the underside of the kayak. In
the experiments reported here, the transducer was hung 2-3 meters below the kayak hull; this
configuration encounters less noise interference from the kayak motor and less reflections from
the water surface.
Figure 5 illustrates the WHOI modem range data plotted versus GPS-derived ‘ground truth’, as
measured in our experimental configuration. Note that because the ground truth distance between
the two vehicles was determined using imprecise GPS measurements, it is difficult to precisely
estimate the distribution of the range measurements. In the absence of precise ground truth, we
estimate the range variance to be between 4–8m.
Finally as the vehicles were moving during the experiment, the accuracy of the ranging function
is likely to have been reduced when compared to stationary beacon ranging. However, as the
vehicle will be moving we believe that the numbers suggested above are indeed relevant for our
scenario.
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Fig. 5. Analysis of vehicle-to-vehicle range estimates as measured by the WHOI Modem. Upper Left: Comparison of modem
range estimate (red dots) and range derived from GPS ‘ground truth’ (blue crosses) for each fully successful 10 second
transmission period. Lower Left: Illustration of the frequency of successful transmissions. Category 0 represents an entirely
failed transmission; Category 1: successful range transmission; Category 2: successful range and packet transmission. Category
2 corresponds to the modem ranges in upper left plot. Right: Histogram of range error (using estimated range versus GPS
‘ground truth’ range), also illustrated is a normal distribution fitted to the data (red, r¯ = 0.66m,σr = 7.5m) and the normal
distribution used in the experiments in Section V with (cyan, r¯ = 0m,σr = 5m). This data set corresponds to Experiment 1A.
B. Online Experimental Tests
Experiment 1A: Our initial testing was carried out using a SCOUT kayak designated as the
‘AUV’ (but using real acoustic modem hardware). It completed a survey-type mission while
another kayak maintained a zig-zag motion planning pattern behind the ‘AUV’ — taking on the
CNA role. The on-board GPS sensor was used to determine the ground truth position. As the
vehicles had no direct velocity sensors, the GPS velocity estimate was used simulate forward
and starboard velocity measurements. Measurements drawn from the CNA transmissions were
used by the ‘AUV’ to reduce its uncertainty. The designated ‘AUV’ carried out 1.5 circuits of
a rectangle, covering approximately 1800 meters in total over a period of 37 minutes while the
CNA maintained a supporting pattern behind the ‘AUV’, as shown in Figure 6(a).
Note the temporary increase in the error of the position measurement towards the end of the
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Fig. 6. Paths taken by the simulated AUV and CNA during Experiment 1A and Experiment 1B. CNA measurements were
transmitted from the black dots. (a) In Experiment 1A the ‘AUV’ was enabled for one-way ranging while its CNA carried out
a zig-zag motion pattern. (b) In Experiment 1B the ‘AUV’ used the fallback of round-trip ranging while its CNA carried out an
encircling motion pattern.
experiment. This was caused by two factors: (1) the CNA position estimation was poor, due to
only 4 GPS satellites being visible, and (2) the CNA moved on a trajectory that was close, yet
parallel, to the AUV, which caused an EKF baseline crossing due to unobservability. While this
could have been avoided with the use of a more accurate GPS unit or by forbidding the CNA
from taking such a close trajectory, this also provides evidence that the EKF is not the ideal
filtering approach.
The following are a number of metrics for this test: mean error 12.5m, mean ‘AUV’ velocity
0.82m/s, mean CNA velocity 1.08m/s. There were 205 transmissions of which 130 were fully
successful, 63 resulted in a failed packet transmission but a successful range estimate while 12
resulted in complete transmission failure. The algorithm can be seen to bound the error of the
position estimate to approximately 10–15m.
Experiment 1B: Again using one SCOUT kayak in the CNA role and a second simulating
the AUV, round-trip ranging (Section II) and an AUV encirclement motion planning behavior
was tested. The results are shown in Figure 6(b). The experiment had a duration of 40 minutes,
however only 25 minutes of the trajectory is shown for clarity of the figure, to prevent overlap.)
The algorithm performed in much the same way as for one-way ranging and the error was
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comparable.
However, due to the three step process involved in round trip ranging, the frequency of
successful measurements was much lower, leading to navigation instability during measurement
blackouts. In particular, in the final third of the experiment, a series of failed transmissions
caused the CNA to pass very close to the AUV resulting in baseline ambiguity (which was
quickly resolved).
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Fig. 7. Paths taken by the OceanServer Iver2 AUV and CNA during Experiment 2. See Section V for more details. CNA
measurements were transmitted from the black dots. Locations of the vehicles at the surface positions are shown with markers.
Experiment 2: In a third fully realistic experiment, the OceanServer Iver2 AUV carried out a
predefined ‘lawnmower’ pattern running at a depth of 2.4m while the SCOUT kayak supported
by transmitting its GPS position to the AUV via the WHOI modem. Operating the MLBL EKF
algorithm entirely online, the Iver2 transmitted its own position estimates to the CNA. The
CNA then used the estimate to plan locations from which to transmit.
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Figure 7 illustrates the path taken by the vehicles. The test lasted 28 minutes and in total
the Iver2 traveled 2 km. The AUV surfaced twice as a safety precaution. After 9 minutes the
AUV first surfaced and received a GPS fix at (-201.6, -242.0) as shown as a red cross, at that
time the front seat filter estimated a position of (-258.7,-276.5) while the MLBL filter estimate
(-208.9,-238.1) giving an error of 66.7m and 8.3m error respectively (87% lower). When the
Iver surfaced for the second time (after 19 minutes), the corresponding errors were 53.7m and
14.1m (74% lower).
For each experiment, the MLBL filter estimates were within a 95% confidence interval when
the vehicle came to the surface. After each time the AUV surfaced, it transited from the GPS
location back to its planned location on the mission path before diving and continuing the
mission.
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Fig. 8. Results for Experiment 2. Left: Modem range estimates with successful packet transmission (red dots) and modem range
estimates but failed packet transmission (black crosses). Right: 95% confidence for the MLBL algorithm (blue) and the dead
reckoning along (green). Note the two long portions of the run in which ranges were determined but no packet was successfully
transmitted and the resultant growth in position uncertainty.
It should be mentioned that between 4–8 and 12–18 minutes no packets were successfully
received by the AUV and as a result no MLBL corrections were possible (See Figure 8). This
can be attributed to a number of factors:
• The CNA was positioned behind the AUV and as a result churned water from the AUV
propeller is likely to have reduced communication capabilities.
• The AUV and CNA separated to a range of 225m, which is considered long for this
experimental river environment. (However note that the maximum range of the WHOI
modem in the open ocean is of the order of 2-3 kilometers.)
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• The presence of a tourist cruise ship nearby.
In future tests, precautions will be taken to avoid these issues.
C. Comparison of Filtering Algorithms
To perform an experimental between the EKF, particle filter, and nonlinear least squares
estimators, we utilized data from an extended 70 minute test in which one CNA localized two
kayaks operating as simulated ‘AUVs’. The experiment also illustrated that by using one-way
ranging, one surface vehicle can support multiple AUVs using the MLBL approach.
To better approximate realistic operation in a challenging high current environment, in post-
processing we add a simulated drift of 0.125 m/s, applied in a south-westerly direction, to the
velocity estimates of the simulated AUVs. This simulated drift helps to match the conditions that
we would expect to encounter with real low-cost AUVs operating on a long-duration, large scale
ocean experiment. The effect of dead-reckoning drift is illustrated in Figure 9 (top) — without
outside correction the dead-reckoning of the surrogate AUVs increases substantially with time
as the mission progresses. The additional error helps to better illustrate the performance of the
different state estimators, and matches the situation that we expect to encounter for our target
application of low-cost vehicles operating in the presence of ocean currents.
In the experiment, AUV 1 operated from the beginning of the experiment for the full 70
minutes in the southern portion of the operating area. AUV 2 was added to the northern portion
of the operating area after 32 minutes for the remaining 38 minutes of the experiment. The
paths that the vehicles took are illustrated in Figure 9. The CNA transmitted its position every
30 seconds, leaving two transmission slots in which the ‘AUVs’ replied with their position
estimates (although in this case the CNA did not use this information for adaptive planning).
Note that the average velocity of AUV 1 was 1.38 m/s and that of AUV 2 was 0.68 m/s while
the CNA velocity was 1.17 m/s. Out of 145 transmissions from the CNA, 113 transmissions
(78%) were received at AUV 1 while out of the 79 transmitted. While AUV 2 was operating,
75 transmissions (95%) were received at AUV 2. A passing boat caused significant interference
to the acoustic communications between 22 and 25 minutes.
The lower figures show the X and Y paths the two AUVs traveled, as well as the effect that
the velocity bias would have had on dead-reckoning during that time. Over the course of the
experiment, the dead-reckoning (only) filter estimate continually accrues increasing error, as its
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actuator measurements have essentially been biased. In total this results in an error of 550 meters
at the end of the experiment. By contrast the MLBL solution (in this case a NLS optimization)
can remove the bias by fusing the CNA positions and ranges with the biased dead-reckoning.
Results comparing the post-processed performance of the EKF, particle filter and NLS esti-
mates are presented in Table I. The results presented for the particle filter are averaged over 50
representative runs. Two results are presented for NLS: the error for the final optimized trajectory
incorporating all of the measurements and the error for the estimate of the vehicle’s location,
as estimated on-line. The former is a measure of the quality of the post-processed re-navigated
trajectory while the later figure can be compared directly with the EKF and is the position
estimate that the vehicle could have acted on so as to navigate. Both were useful in different
circumstances.
The error metrics displayed in Table I are the mean error, the mean of the sum of the
maximum squared errors, maximum error and the mean absolute error measured relative to
the measurements; which are defined as
¯ε =
(
N
∑
i
εˆi
)
/N (14)
¯εrms =
√√√√( N∑
i
ε2i
)
/N (15)
εmax = max(εi) ∀i (16)
¯εmeas =
(
N
∑
i
| ‖ XA,i−XC,i ‖ −zi|
)
/N (17)
respectively. The latter is explicitly what the NLS minimizes. The particle filter position estimate
was formed as the simple weighted mean of the particle set, although a kernel estimate would
perhaps have been more accurate.
While the experiment was not intended to definitively measure the relative performance of the
three algorithms, nonetheless we believe that it allows us to compare the traits of the algorithms.
Firstly, we can see that typically the particle filter approach out-performs the EKF. This is to be
expected as the particle filter more accurately captures the non-linear range measurement. This
is particularly important for the segments of the mission in which poor relative vehicle motion
results in poor AUV observability.
Secondly the online NLS algorithm marginally out-performs the particle filter. In the case
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Metric EKF PF NLS (online) NLS (post)
Mean Error (m) 20.843 15.753 15.127 11.661
AU
V
1
Root Mean Squared Error (m) 23.529 17.799 18.647 14.571
Max. Error (m) 48.994 44.575 55.322 48.352
Mean Abs. Measurement Error (m) 8.233 5.372 0.213 0.210
Mean Error (m) 19.484 14.356 14.263 5.710
AU
V
2
Root Mean Squared Error (m) 22.177 17.121 16.622 6.259
Max. Error (m) 44.211 36.383 35.133 11.940
Mean Abs. Measurement Error (m) 6.613 2.867 0.169 0.154
TABLE I
Results of the multi-vehicle Cooperative Navigation experiments discussed in Section V for an Extended Kalman Filter, Particle
Filter and Nonlinear Least Squares Optimization (with results for online estimates as well subsequently optimized estimates.)
of AUV 2, the online estimate from the NLS algorithm achieves an error of 14.26m while the
particle filter is slightly higher with 14.35m error. The performance margin is wider in the case of
AUV 1. This can be attributed to the higher mean velocity of that vehicle (1.38m/s vs. 0.68m/s)
which causes the particles to be more widely dispersed leading to occasions in which only a
small number of particles are located in the vicinity of an estimated range, until the particle
filter can recover.
The final post-processed NLS solution gives a mean error of 11.66m and 5.71m respectively,
which represents the best estimate. However the final NLS position estimates would not have
been available online to the AUV for motion planning.
Finally, we would like to reemphasize that the tracking error values presented in Table I were,
for the most part, caused by artificial drift added to the measurements. When the measurements
of each sensor are unbiased, each of the three algorithms performs much better (with a mean
error of a few meters for the data shown above).
D. AUV Position Initialization
An additional experiment was carried out to demonstrate an initialization of the cooperative
navigation system mid-experiment. A sequence of images illustrating this is presented in Figure
10. The AUV had been operating for over an hour and had accumulated significant uncertainty,
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as illustrated by the blue ellipse in Step 1. A range and position measurement was then received
from the CNA.
Instead of correcting its position using the EKF correction step, which would be unpredictable
given the AUV’s own uncertainty, the vehicle chose to instead initialize a particle cluster around
the range circle circumference (as illustrated in Step 2). Then over the course of successive
corrections the particles converged into a unimodal distribution (illustrated successively in Step
3, from black to red to blue).
Finally the particle cluster was replaced with an EKF filter with the same mean and covariance
matrix, which then continued to operate as usual for a distance of over 4km (Step 4-5). Note
that experiment was carried out in the open ocean, unlike the others, hence the much longer
range measurements and distances involved.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The concept of a single maneuvering surface vehicle supporting the localization of a fleet
of AUVs has been described. The approach requires concurrent operation of vehicle motion
planning and filtering algorithms which required consideration of system observability so as to
maintain stable and scalable performance. As well as several illustrative simulations, a full online
experiment with a single CNA supporting an Iver2 was presented.
The resultant position estimate was shown to be more accurate than the vehicle’s own on-
board navigation filter. While the AUV experiment illustrated a reduction in error of about 80%,
future open water testing will aim to illustrate that this error is in fact bounded by the navigation,
ranging and GPS sensors.
Performance comparisons illustrated that both particle filtering and NLS solutions out perform
the EKF. An efficient NLS optimization algorithm (based on iSAM [19]) has been implemented;
work in progress is evaluating this estimator on a Hydroid REMUS 100 AUV.
Other future work will focus on extending this framework for simultaneous operation on three
Iver2 vehicles and eventually towards the scenario in which a set of heterogeneous vehicles
are continuously submerged with only a single vehicle occasionally surfacing to access GPS
measurements [11].
Finally, the performance of the algorithm is directly determined by the quality and frequency
of received measurements. We will consider the optimization of the transmitted messages (and
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the re-transmission of failed data) so as to reduce the proportion of useless or partial messages
received by the AUV . In this work the CNA motion paths was either a repeating zig-zag or an
encirclement pattern. Advanced motion planning of the CNA’s path — which takes into account
the mission plan of the full AUV fleet — will also be carried out in future.
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Fig. 9. Motion of the 3 vehicles used in the experiment in Section V-C. Upper: An overhead view of 7 minutes of the simulated
AUV motion (which was repeated for the duration). Illustrated is the ground truth (solid lines) and the current-biased dead-
reckoning (dashed lines) as well as the locations from which the CNA transmitted (black dots). AUV 1 and the CNA moved
anti-clockwise while AUV 2 moved clockwise. Lower: the X and Y motion of the simulated AUVs. The upper plots correspond
to AUV 1 and the lower plots to AUV 2. The ground truth during the experiment (solid lines), the biased dead-reckoning
(dashed lines), the CNA transmission locations (dots) and the MLBL solution formed by fusing the dead-reckoning and the
CNA positions and ranges (crosses) are illustrated. Note that AUV 2 was introduced to the mission after 32 minutes.
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Fig. 10. Re-initialization of the AUV position estimate using a particle filter. An uncertain AUV position estimate (blue, Step
1) is replaced by a particle cluster scattered around a range and position measurement (black, Step 2). Successive correction
steps cluster the particles in a unimodal cluster (black-red-blue, Step 3) until finally the EKF recommences using the mean and
covariance of particle cluster as its starting point which continues to track (Step 4-5). Only a portion of the particles and the
correction steps are illustrated. See Section V-D for more details.
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